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The work in this paper concerns a mathematical model of the contact melting process of a
rectangular material in contact with a hot plate. The problem is described by a coupled system of
heat equations in the solid and melt layer, fluid flow in the melt, a Stefan condition at the melt
interface, and a force balance between the weight of the solid and the fluid pressure. Since the melt
layer remains thin throughout the process, we use the lubrication approximation to the fluid
equations and assume that the heat flow in the fluid is dominated by conduction across the thin film.
In the solid we employ a heat balance integral method. Results show that the film height has initial
and final rapid increases, whereas for intermediate times the height slowly increases. The
quasisteady state of previous models is never attained: This is shown to be an effect of neglecting
the change in mass and conduction in the solid. The previously observed initial infinite velocity of
the melt is shown to be a result of the perfect thermal contact assumption. For a water-ice system
the melting rate is shown to be approximately linear, this allows us to reduce the problem to solving
a single first order differential equation for the liquid layer thickness. The main analysis is carried
out in two dimensions, but we briefly highlight the extension to three dimensions. The method is
verified by comparison with previously published experimental results on the melting of
n-octadecane. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2990751�

I. INTRODUCTION

Contact melting is the process whereby a phase change
material �PCM� is placed in contact with a surface that is at
a temperature above the phase change temperature. This
leads to melting of the PCM, so a fluid layer forms between
the two surfaces. The weight of the free solid acts to squeeze
out the liquid and so the melt layer remains thin. Since the
melting is driven by heat transfer through the fluid layer the
fact that it remains thin results in a high heat flux and a
melting rate that is several times higher than buoyancy in-
duced melting, see Refs. 1 and 2, for example �Moallemi
et al.3 quoted a figure of seven to eight times higher for their
experiments on n-octadecane�.

Contact melting occurs in situations such as process met-
allurgy, geology, and nuclear technology.4–6 Certain thermal
storage systems rely on the storage of energy as latent heat,
which is released upon melting. In this case contact melting
occurs as the frozen solid melts due to contact with the hot
container wall.2,7–9 Many examples of contact melting are
provided in the review of Bejan.10 Perhaps the two most
familiar examples of contact melting are the Leidenfrost ef-
fect and ice skating. The Leidenfrost effect occurs when a
liquid comes into contact with a substrate which is at a tem-
perature significantly above the boiling point. An insulating
vapor layer forms which allows the liquid to float above the
solid and results in much slower evaporation of the drop than

if it remained in contact with the surface.11,12 Much of the
classical work in the field of contact melting was carried out
by Bejan in relation to sliding on ice and snow, see Refs. 10
and 13, for example.

In the past, mathematical models of contact melting have
generally relied on the following assumptions:

�1� The temperature of the solid remains at the melting tem-
perature Tm throughout the process.

�2� The melting process is in a quasisteady state, that is, if
the position of the melt front is denoted h�t� then ht=0.

�3� Heat transfer in the liquid is dominated by conduction
across the film.

�4� The lubrication approximation holds in the liquid layer,
so the flow is primarily parallel to the solid surface and
driven by the pressure gradient. The pressure variation
across the film is negligible.

�5� The amount of melted fluid is small compared to that of
the initial solid.

�6� There is a perfect thermal contact between the liquid and
substrate or there is a constant heat flux.

See Refs. 1, 2, and 10.
Of course there exist papers where certain of these re-

strictions are relaxed. Litsek and Bejan14 attempted to re-
move assumption �1� by incorporating a convection term in
the solid heat equation. Their expression for the temperature
gradient at the melting front of the solid is then constant.
This result is far from realistic. If the solid is assumed to be
at a constant temperature �0 which is below the melt tem-
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perature, �0�Tm, then the resulting expression for the melt-
ing rate differs from results where �0=Tm with the change
Lm→Lm+cs�Tm−�0�, where Lm is the latent heat of melting
and cs is the heat capacity of the solid, see Refs. 1 and 3, for
example. Assumption �2� is removed by Yoo15 who showed
that in the case of perfect thermal contact the initial velocity
of the block is infinite. For both perfect thermal contact and
constant flux the melt thickness initially increases rapidly
before reaching a constant height. Groulx and Lacroix1 also
attempted to remove assumption �3�. They include the verti-
cal convection term in the liquid. The vertical velocity w�z�
required for this may be obtained through the lubrication
analysis, however, to permit an analytical solution they take
w to be a constant equal to the melting rate. Since w=0 at the
substrate z=0, except at the melting interface, their choice of
w is too high. Perhaps a better constant approximation would
be the average value of w across the film. Yoo et al.16 re-
tained the full expression for w�z� and so obtained a result in
terms of an exponential integral, which must be evaluated
numerically. Moallemi et al.3 used an integrated form of the
heat equation including vertical convection and then impose
a quadratic temperature in order to make progress. This pro-
cess is, in fact, an application of the heat balance integral
�HBI� method of Goodman17 that is used in later sections of
this paper to determine the temperature in the solid. All re-
searchers agree that assumption �4�, namely, the lubrication
approximation, is appropriate. Moallemi et al.3 have a de-
creasing mass model; this is discussed further in Sec. V B.
Hirata and Makino18 used an iterative technique to calculate
the mass at each time step. All researchers assume perfect
thermal contact or constant heat flux.

Lacroix19 recognized the shortcomings of current models
in a study of the melting of a parallelepedic block with a
varying mass and temperature within the solid �so removing
assumptions �1�, �2�, and �5��. Unfortunately the paper is
unclear on a number of points. The force balance indicates
that the PCM is floating in the melt, although there is no
channel allowing the melt to move around the PCM. The
linear temperature profile assumed in the bottom and top
liquid layers requires a thin film approximation. This will
hold in the lower layer provided the fluid removal is suffi-
ciently rapid. In the top layer it is unlikely, particularly when
the top layer is thicker than the solid. There appears to be
some confusion between the melting rate and the velocity of
the melt interface. Due to the squeezing effect the velocity of
the interface differs from the melting rate yet these quantities
appear to be identical, see their Eqs. �4� and �15�. Finally, the
heat equation in the solid is solved using separation of vari-
ables. However, the solid boundaries are time dependent so
the “constant” of separation is also a function of time and the
equation is not separable. Hence we will not use results from
this paper for comparison purposes, although, since it is the
paper where most of the standard restrictions are removed, in
later sections we will point out qualitative similarities.

In reality the temperature in the solid is unlikely to be at
the melt temperature and rather than being constant it will
decrease away from the melt front. Yoo15 has already noted
that initially the melt height is far from constant. For suffi-
ciently small times the melted mass must be much less than

the mass of the solid, but as the melting progresses this will
change and at some stage the melted mass will be greater
than that of the solid. Consequently, the solid mass M�t�
must be a decreasing function of time �and this has an effect
on the quasisteady height�. Finally, perfect thermal contact
with the substrate is an unlikely scenario; Newton cooling is
more realistic. In light of these points, in the following work
we will study contact melting without invoking assumptions
�1�, �2�, �5�, and �6�.

Although in recent studies it is standard to investigate
the contact melting of a sliding three-dimensional block we
will focus on the base problem, namely, the stationary two-
dimensional situation. The appropriate extension to three di-
mensions is simple, leading to a standard Couette term in the
lubrication approximation for the horizontal velocity and the
introduction of a function of the base area found by solving
Poisson’s equation for the pressure. The extension to three
dimensions will be briefly discussed in Sec. VI. In the fol-
lowing section we will describe the governing equations and
the approximations that are made in deriving them. We will
retrieve quasisteady solutions from these equations for com-
parison with the subsequent unsteady solutions. In Sec. IV
we discuss the solution to the thermal problem, which is
tackled via the HBI method, see Refs. 17 and 20. Finally, we
show results for the melting of ice on a warm surface and
discuss the differences between the present and previous
models. Experimental confirmation of the method is
achieved by comparing results with data from the melting of
n-octadecane published by Moallemi et al.3

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section we describe the governing equations for a
finite thickness block of PCM placed on a substrate that is
above the phase change temperature, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Energy is supplied by the substrate and this causes the block
to melt. The block has length 2L and height H�t�. If hm�t�
denotes the thickness of melted solid then the height is
H�t�=H0−hm�t�, where H0=H�0� is the initial block thick-
ness. The mass per unit width is M�t�=2�sL�H0−hm�t��. The
melt layer occupies the region z� �0,h�t��. The height of the
melt layer h�t� differs from hm since fluid is squeezed out at
the edges x= �L. The pressure at either side of the block is
ambient; without loss of generality we can set this to zero,
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for contact melting.
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p��L�=0. The solid and liquid layer temperatures are de-
noted � and T, respectively. Initially, the block is at a con-
stant temperature �0, which is below the melting tempera-
ture, �0�Tm. Except in the limit of perfect thermal contact
the melting process occurs in three distinct stages, as de-
picted in Fig. 2. Initially the bottom of the block heats up
until the region in contact with the substrate reaches the
melting temperature. We denote this as stage 1. Melting only
begins at the end of stage 1. Stage 2 defines the time when
there is a region inside the block still close to the initial
temperature �0. Finally, stage 3 occurs when the temperature
inside the block is everywhere significantly above the initial
temperature. Clearly there are situations where the top of the
block also starts to melt. This could be incorporated by fol-
lowing the analysis of Myers et al.;20 however, to avoid con-
fusion and to isolate the effect of heating from the substrate,
in the present study we restrict our attention to the simpler
problem. To be clear we define stage 1 as occurring from t
� �0, t1�, where t1 comes from solving ��0, t1�=Tm. Stage 2
lasts for t� �t1 , t2� and t2 defines when the temperature ��H
+h , t2� first rises above �0. Since the heat equation has infi-
nite speed of propagation theoretically this occurs at t=0.
However, the HBI method defines a heat penetration depth
��t�, which measures where the temperature rise becomes
negligible �this is discussed in detail later�. The time t2 oc-
curs when the heat has penetrated all the way through the
block, ��t2�=H�t2�+h�t2�. Stage 3 continues from t2 until the
block has completely melted, t� �t2 , tm�.

A. Governing equations

The mathematical model requires the determination of
the flow in the liquid layer. The amount of liquid depends on
the melting rate, which involves the Stefan condition, and
this involves the temperature gradient in both the solid and
liquid. Consequently we must solve the following system:

�
�2u

�z2 =
�p

�x
,

�p

�z
= 0,

�u

�x
+

�w

�z
= 0, �1�

�2T

�z2 = 0, �2a�

��

�t
= �s

�2�

�z2 , �2b�

�sLm
dhm

dt
= �ks

��

�z
�

z=h

− �kl
�T

�z
�

z=h

, �3�

2�sL�H0 − hm�t��g = �
−L

L

pdx . �4�

Equations �1� represent the standard lubrication approxima-
tion for the fluid flow, where � is the dynamic viscosity and
�u ,w� is the velocity vector. Where it is necessary to distin-
guish between the phases we use subscript l to denote liquid
and s for solid. For realistic situations the largest term ne-
glected in this approximation is O��2 Re�, where, if U is the
velocity scale and Hl the height scale, the Reynolds number
Re=�lUL /� and �=Hl /L. Equations �2a� and �2b� are the
heat equations in liquid and solid, respectively. Since the
liquid layer remains thin we assume that heat transfer is con-
duction dominated. The largest term neglected is O��2 Pe�,
where the Peclet number Pe=UL /�l, where � is the thermal
diffusivity. This is consistent with the approximations of
Bejan.10 In the solid we neglect diffusion in the x direction
for two reasons. First, in general, the scaling shows it to be
small and second �and most significantly� there is no mecha-
nism for temperature variation in the x-direction in the solid.
This is due to the fact that the sides and top of the block are
insulated and, before melting occurs, the temperature at z
=0 depends on the substrate temperature, which is indepen-
dent of x. Once melting starts �=Tm is constant at z=h.
Equation �3� is the Stefan condition, where k is the thermal
conductivity, and Eq. �4� is a force balance where we have
neglected the acceleration term, which requires assuming
that Hl / �g	2� is small, where 	 is the time scale. The left
hand side represents the weight of the solid and the right
hand side is the fluid pressure acting to support this weight.
In Sec. V we will verify that all the neglected terms are
indeed small.

The flow equations require solving subject to

u�z=0 = w�z=0 = 0, u�z=h = 0,

�5�

w�z=h = �1 −
�s

�l
	dh

dt
+

�s

�l
W�t� ,

where W�t�=dh /dt−dhm /dt is the vertical velocity of the
solid, defined as the difference between the liquid layer
growth rate and the melt rate. Hence

w�z=h =
dh

dt
−

�s

�l

dhm

dt
. �6�

These conditions represent no slip at z=0. At z=h there is
again no slip in the x direction, a mass balance in the z
direction leads to the final condition �more details of this
form of mass balance are given by Myers et al.21,22�. In the
absence of melting w=dh /dt is the standard squeeze veloc-
ity. An equivalent expression to Eq. �5� is given in Ref. 16.
The pressure is ambient at either end of the block,

p�− L� = p�L� = 0. �7�

The thermal problem is subject to different conditions in
the different stages. Initially, during stage 1, no melting oc-
curs and so a cooling condition is applied to the solid,

z
H H+h H HH+h

T T Tm m m

0 0 0hh δδ

θ θ θ0 0 0

Stage 2Stage 1
0 < t < t 1 t < t < t1 2 t < t < t

Stage 3
2 3

z z

FIG. 2. Schematic of the three stages of melting when a block is placed on
a surface above the melting temperature.
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��

�z
=

− q + hss�� − Ts�
ks

at z = 0, �8�

where q represents a heat flux from the substrate, Ts is the
substrate temperature, and hss is the heat transfer coefficient
between the solid and substrate. Immediate melting only oc-
curs if hss→
. At z=H�t�+h�t� the surface is insulated and
so we apply

� ��

�z
�

z=H+h

= 0, �9�

note in stage 1 H+h=H0. We do not impose a cooling con-
dition here since this complicates the algebra and conse-
quently obscures the main features of the melting process
that we wish to highlight. The extension to a cooling condi-
tion at z=H+h can easily be calculated following the work
described in Ref. 20. When water appears �on the surface z
=0� at the end of stage 1 a cooling condition is applied to the
liquid,

�T

�z
=

− q + hsl�T − Ts�
kl

at z = 0, �10�

where hsl is the heat transfer coefficient between the liquid
and substrate. In the limit hsl→
 we retrieve the standard
condition T=Ts at z=0. When hsl=0 we retrieve the constant
flux condition. The melting interface remains at the melting
temperature Tm, and so

� = T = Tm at z = h . �11�

Since the flow equations are only coupled to the thermal
problem through the definition of their domain z� �0,h�t��,
we can immediately solve for the velocities and the pressure.
The velocities in the x and z directions are

u =
px

2�
z�z − h�, w = −

pxx

12�
z2�2z − 3h� . �12�

The boundary condition on w�h , t�, Eq. �6�, leads to an ex-
pression for pxx which can be solved using boundary condi-
tions �7� to give

p =
6�

h3 �dh

dt
−

�s

�l

dhm

dt
	�x2 − L2� . �13�

Substituting Eq. �13� into the force balance �4� leads to

2�sL�H0 − hm�g = −
8�L3

h3 �dh

dt
−

�s

�l

dhm

dt
	 . �14�

III. STANDARD QUASISTEADY ANALYSIS

Before proceeding to the full problem we first consider
the standard quasisteady solution but use the general cooling
condition �6�. The standard quasisteady analysis requires an
isothermal solid, a fixed melt layer thickness, ht=0, and a
fixed solid mass. Assumptions �1�, �2�, and �5� reduce the
Stefan condition and force balance, Eqs. �3� and �14�, to

�sLm
dhm

dt
= − kl��T

�z
�

z=h

, �15a�

2�sLH0g =
8�L3

h3

�s

�l

dhm

dt
. �15b�

Since �=Tm, any input of energy causes melting, so there is
no stage 1 for this problem.

Integrating Eq. �15b� gives

hm =
H0�lghq

3

4�L2 t , �16�

where hq denotes the quasisteady melt height. Without the
squeeze effect hm
�t, see Ref. 23, for example, so it is clear
that the squeeze effect leads to more rapid melting. To deter-
mine hq we must look at the thermal problem. The tempera-
ture in the liquid is

T = Tm −
q + hsl�Ts − Tm�

kl + hslh
�z − h� , �17�

which is found by solving Eq. �3� with boundary conditions
�10� and �11�. Substituting into the Stefan condition �15a�
gives

�sLm

H0�lghq
3

4�L2 = kl ·
q + hsl�Ts − Tm�

�kl + hslhq�
. �18�

This provides a quartic equation for the quasisteady height
hq, which is easily solved numerically. The melt height then
follows from Eq. �16�. In the limit hslhq�kl we obtain

hq ��3 4�L2�q + hsl�Ts − Tm��
�s�lLmH0g

. �19�

Setting hsl=0 in Eq. �19� we retrieve a form of the constant
flux solution of Ref. 15. In the limit of perfect thermal con-
tact, hsl→
, we retrieve the standard quasisteady result for
an isothermal block, subject to T�0, t�=Ts,

hq
 =�4 4�L2kl�Ts − Tm�
�s�lLmH0g

. �20�

Note that there is a qualitative difference between these two
expressions. If we assume perfect thermal contact then h

�Ts−Tm�1/4. The more realistic condition of finite hsl gives
h
�Ts−Tm�1/3.

In Table I we present appropriate parameter values for
the melting of an ice block on a substrate at 298 K, see Refs.
24–26, for example. The heat transfer coefficients hss=763
and hsl=855 W /m2 were obtained through simple experi-
ments, which are described in detail in Ref. 20. For a block
with H0=0.05 m, L=0.1 m, and �T=25 we find from Eq.
�18� hq�1.9810−4 m, whereas for perfect thermal contact
hq
�2.4810−4 m. The second set of data in Table I are
for n-octadecane, which is discussed in Sec. V B. The values
are taken from Refs. 2 and 3.

For the melting of a block at a constant temperature
below the melting temperature, �0�Tm, it is standard to re-
place Lm with Lm+cs�Tm−�0� in the expression for hq
, see
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Refs. 1 and 18. For the parameter values of Table I this
reduces the height to hq
�2.4310−4 m �a 2% difference�.

IV. UNSTEADY ANALYSIS

The crux of this problem lies in the estimation of the
temperature profile in the solid. The thinness of the liquid
layer ensures that the lubrication approximation is valid and
that conduction in the z-direction is the primary mode of heat
transfer in the liquid, so this region is relatively simple. In
the solid we cannot use a thin layer approximation. This is
the most likely the reason that it has been neglected in pre-
vious studies: Yoo15 proposed that initial subcooling of the
solid may be neglected since it may not affect the fundamen-
tal nature of the melting and also because it is hard to model
properly. He suggests it as a possible mechanism for the
infinite velocity of the melting front that occurs with the
quasisteady model at t=0. Our subsequent solutions will
show that it is the perfect thermal contact assumption that
leads to the infinite initial velocity.

To approximate the temperature in the solid we will uti-
lize Goodman’s HBI method.17,20,27–29 The HBI method in-
volves approximating the temperature in the solid, usually
with a low order polynomial, that is defined over a distance
termed the heat penetration depth; in the present solution we
say the heat penetrates to z=�, so the heat penetration depth
of Goodman is �−h in our notation. Beyond ��t� the tem-
perature rise above the initial value is assumed negligible.
The coefficients in the approximating function are deter-
mined via the boundary conditions. The heat penetration
depth satisfies a first order ordinary differential equation
�ODE� that is obtained by integrating the heat equation be-
tween the melt front �or heated interface� and �.

A. Stage 1: Initial premelting stage, 0� t� t1

During this initial phase the PCM is heated at z=0, until
it reaches the melting temperature. The problem is governed
by Eq. �2b� subject to conditions �8� and �9�. We can deter-
mine an exact solution using Laplace transforms,20,23

��z,t� = �0 +
q − hss��0 − Ts�

hss
erfc� z

2��st
	

− ehssz/ks+�st�hss/ks�
2
erfc� z

2��st
+

hss
��st

ks
	� . �21�

Melting begins at time t1 when the base reaches the melting
temperature ��0, t1�=Tm. However, once we move on to the
melting stage we cannot find an exact solution and so, to be
consistent with stages 2 and 3, we will also look for a solu-
tion in the premelting stage via the HBI method. For melting
problems Myers et al.20 showed that a cubic polynomial,
neglecting the quadratic term, provides a good approximat-
ing function. This is motivated by the small argument expan-
sion of the exact solution.

Following Myers et al.20 we take an approximating func-
tion of the form

� = a0 + a1�� − z� + a3�� − z�3. �22�

At z=0 we impose the cooling condition �8�. The heat pen-
etration depth is defined by ��� , t�=�0, and for a smooth
transition to the constant temperature beyond �, we set
�z�� , t�=0, see Fig. 2�a�. These conditions lead to the tem-
perature profile

� = �0 +
q + hss�Ts − �0�
�2�3ks + hss��

�� − z�3. �23�

The second part of the HBI method is to integrate the heat
equation �2b� over the region where the temperature is above
�0, i.e., from z=0 to �. Using the temperature profile of Eq.
�23� in the heat equation and integrating, we obtain the ODE,

d

dt
 �2

3ks + hss�
� =

12�s

3ks + hss�
, ��0� = 0, �24�

which has an implicit solution,

TABLE I. Parameter values for ice/water and liquid/solid n-octadecane.

Ice/water

kl 0.57 W m−1 K−1 ks 2.18 W m−1K−1

�l 1000 kg m−3 Ts 298 K

�s 917 kg m−3 � 0.001 N s m−2

Lm 3.34105 J kg−1 �l 1.3510−7 m2 s−1

Tm 273 K �s 1.1610−6 m2 s−1

hsl 855 W /m2 hss 763 W /m2

�0 258 K

Solid/liquid n-octadecane

kl 0.15 W m−1 K−1 ks 0.38 W m−1 K−1

�l 771.2 kg m−3 Ts 298 K

�s 930 kg m−3 � 0.0036 N s m−2

Lm 2.435105 J kg−1 �l 9.010−8 m2 s−1

Tm 301.33 K �s 1.910−7 m2 s−1

�0 298 K
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t =
ks

2

12�shss
2 hss�

2ks
�hss�

ks
+ 6	 − 9 ln�1 +

hss�

3ks
	� . �25�

This stage ends when melting begins at z=0, ��0, t1�=Tm.
Equation �23� gives the appropriate value of ��t1�=�1,

�1 =
3ks�Tm − �0�

q + hss�Ts − Tm�
, �26�

and the corresponding time comes from Eq. �25�. Note in the
limits hss→
 or �0=Tm, then �1= t1=0 and melting is imme-
diate, in agreement with previous solutions. For the param-
eter values of Table I we find t1�1.6 s and ��5.1 mm.

B. Stage 2: Initial melting stage, t1� t� t2

Once melting starts the temperature in the water is

T�z,t� = Tm −
q + hsl�Ts − Tm�

kl + hslh
�z − h� . �27�

This is determined by solving the reduced heat equation �2a�
subject to Eqs. �10� and �11�. Myers et al.20,24 provided a
more accurate approximation by including correction terms
in the perturbation solution. However, this does not include
the squeeze film effect and so allows for thicker films �where
the linear approximation deteriorates�. In the solid the cubic
approximation in the HBI method leads to the temperature,

��z,t� = �0 +
Tm − �0

�� − h�3 �� − z�3, �28�

where ��h�=Tm, ����=0, and �z���=0. Integrating the heat
equation in the solid for z� �h ,�� we find

3
dh

dt
+

d�

dt
=

12�s

� − h
. �29�

The temperature expressions �27� and �29� allow us to cal-
culate the temperature gradients for the Stefan condition,

�sLm
dhm

dt
=

3ks��0 − Tm�
� − h

+
kl�q + hsl�Ts − Tm��

kl + hslh
. �30�

Equations �29� and �30� contain three unknowns, � ,hm ,h.
The system is closed with the force balance, Eq. �14�, and
solved subject to the initial conditions �=�1, h=hm=0 at t
= t1. The stage ends when the heat has penetrated all the way
through the block, �=H�t�+h�t�=H0+h�t�−hm�t� at time t2.
We denote the thicknesses at this time as �2 ,h2 ,hm2

.
If the PCM is initially at �0=Tm then the temperature

remains constant throughout the solid for all time. The first
term on the right hand side of Eq. �30� is identically zero.
The second term only becomes infinite at t= t1=0 in the limit
hsl→
. Consequently from Eq. �14� we see that the infinite
velocity ht observed in previous studies is a result of the
perfect thermal contact assumption, not the subcooling.

C. Stage 3: Final melting stage, t2� t� t3

Once the heat penetration depth reaches the top of the
block we can no longer impose �=�0 at z=�. Instead we
impose �z=0 at z=H+h and find a temperature profile,

� = a0 − �Tm − a0�
�z − H − h�3

H3 , �31�

where a0�t� replaces � as our third unknown. We may now
proceed in two ways. We can substitute � into the heat equa-
tion and integrate as in the previous section, to obtain an
ODE for a0. This may be solved subject to a0�t2�=�0 �which
follows by continuity of temperature at t= t2, ��H+h , t2�
=�0�. However, we choose to follow Goodman and introduce
a function �, where

� = �
h

H+h

� dz =
H

4
�Tm + 3a0� . �32�

Goodman works with � since in the case of perfect thermal
contact it is not possible to determine an initial condition for
a0. In our case we retain this form since the numerical solu-
tion of the resultant differential equation appears more stable
with � than a0. Integrating the heat equation across the solid
leads to

d�

dt
=

3�s�Tm − a0�
H0 − hm

+ a0�dh

dt
−

dhm

dt
	 − Tm

dh

dt
, �33�

where a0 may be expressed in terms of � via Eq. �32�. The
temperature profile in the water is the same as in stage 2 so
the Stefan condition is now

�sLm
dhm

dt
= −

3ks�Tm − a0�
H

+
kl�q + hsl�Ts − Tm��

kl + hslh
. �34�

Again the system is closed with the force balance �14�. The
three equations are solved subject to the initial conditions
hm=hm2

, h=h2, �= �H0−hm2
��3�0+Tm� /4 at t= t2.

V. RESULTS

In all the following results we take parameter values
from Table I, except when we study the effect of increasing
the heat transfer coefficient.

In Fig. 3 we show a comparison of the temperature pro-
files at the end of stage 1. The exact solution, given by Eq.
�21�, and the cubic approximation, Eq. �23�, are shown as
solid and dashed lines, respectively. As mentioned above, the
form of the HBI profile in Eq. �23� was taken as a cubic
based on the work of Ref. 20. However, there are numerous
other possible approximating functions, perhaps the two
most standard are the quadratic of Goodman, see Ref. 27, for
example, and the exponential approximation of Mosally
et al.30 In fact, even in the simple case of the quadratic there
are seven different formulations.29 In Fig. 3 we also show
solutions obtained using an exponential and the best qua-
dratic. In agreement with the conclusions of Myers et al.20

the cubic approximation is clearly the best. This may also be
inferred from the predictions of t1. The exact melt time is
t1�1.6354 s and the melt times predicted for the cubic, qua-
dratic, and exponential profiles are t1�1.6362 �with a 0.05%
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error�, 1.4544 �11% error�, and 1.2635 �23% error�, respec-
tively. Since the cubic is clearly the most accurate approxi-
mation in subsequent stages we only consider this profile.

In Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� we present the evolution of the
melt height hm and the liquid layer height h. Figure 4�a�
shows hm obtained by solving the full problem and also the
prediction from the quasisteady state solution. The full solu-
tion begins at t1�1.6 s and shows two stages, for t1� t
� t2 �where t2�79 s� it is shown as a dotted line, subse-
quently for t2� t� tm �where tm�1022 s�, it is a solid line.
It is clear that hm is approximately linear with slight devia-
tions near t=0 and t= tm. The quasisteady solution, Eq. �16�,
also predicts a linear height increase. The two broken lines

shown take the value of hq �required in Eq. �16�� from either
the quartic equation �18� or the perfect thermal contact case
�20�; these are shown as dash-dotted and dashed lines, re-
spectively. For the perfect thermal contact case the predicted
melt time of tm�267 s is close to a quarter of the true value.
The value of hq from the quartic equation tm�902 s leads to
an 11% error in the melt time. The value of hq is determined
via the steady state analysis, neglecting the temperature
variation in the solid and the changing mass, so at least one
of these three factors must be responsible for the discrepancy
between the present theory and quasisteady results. In Fig.
4�b� we show the evolution of the melt height h. Also shown
are the quasisteady state results, with the classical solution
h=hq
�2.4810−4 m and the correction for finite heat
transfer, hq�1.6610−4 m predicted by Eq. �18�. The full
solution shows that when the block first starts to melt there is
only a very thin insulating liquid layer, consequently h ini-
tially increases very rapidly. After approximately 10 s the
increase slows. However, there is never a true quasisteady
state. Subsequently there is a slow increase, and finally as the
weight of the block becomes very small another rapid in-
crease until the whole block has melted. The slow central
increase and final rapid progression have been previously
noted by Hirata and Makino18 and Lacroix.19

In Fig. 5�a� we show the effect of increasing the heat
transfer coefficient to hsl=hss=5000 on the evolution of h�t�.
The form of the curve is similar to the previous example,
with an initial rapid increase followed by a slower change
and then a final rapid increase. However, melting begins very
rapidly, at t�10−7 s, and the initial increase occurs over a
much shorter time scale than with the lower value of hsl, and
so we see the progress toward an initial infinite velocity.
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FIG. 4. �a� hm�t� predicted by current method �t� t2 dotted line, t� t2 solid
line� and quasisteady solutions, hq
 �dashed line� and hq �dash-dotted line�
for hsl=855, �b� melt height predictions; h�t� �t� t2 dotted line, t� t2 solid
line�, hq
 �dashed line�, and hq �dash-dotted line�.
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Stage 2 ends at t2�63.8 s. As expected, as hsl increases the
present prediction of hq approaches hq
. In Fig. 5�b� we
show the solution for an isothermal block, with an infinite
heat transfer coefficient. Equation �30�, for hm, is singular at
t=0 �when h=0�, we avoid this by setting h�0�=10−8. The
singularity carries through to the h, Eq. �14�, and results in
an initial infinite velocity for h. Lacroix’s19 model with heat
flow in the solid has perfect thermal contact and also shows
an infinite initial velocity. The melting time can be seen to
decrease as the heat transfer coefficient increases: When hsl

=855 we find tm�1022 s, with hsl=5000 we find tm

�461 s for hsl→
, tm�275 s.
In Fig. 6 we show the temperature profiles in the melt

layer and solid at the end of stage 2, when t= t2�79 s and
midway through the melting process, when t�511 s. At the
end of stage 2, shown as the dash-dotted line, the bottom of
the liquid layer is at 5 °C, it then decreases through a very
thin layer to the melting temperature. The block has only lost
a small amount of its initial mass and the total thickness of
melt and block is around 0.0465 m. Midway through the
melting process, when the block is around half of its original
thickness, shown as the solid line in Fig. 6, the temperature
in the liquid layer is similar to that at t2 with a maximum
temperature of 6 °C, but the solid layer is much hotter, with
a minimum temperature of around 2.27 °C.

The reduction in the initially complex system of govern-
ing equations was based on the assumption that a number of
nondimensional groupings was small. We may now check
the accuracy of these assumptions. To simplify the Navier–
Stokes equations we neglected terms of O��2 Re�, and to
simplify the heat equation in the liquid we neglected terms of
O��2 Pe�. For our example of ice and water �2 Re /�2 Pe
�0.135, and so, provided �2 Pe is negligible, we can justify
neglecting �2 Re. To calculate Pe we require an estimate for
the velocity scale. In Fig. 7 we plot the variation in the
maximum horizontal fluid velocity with time. The maximum
velocity occurs at �x ,z�= ��L ,h�t� /2� and is obtained from
Eq. �12�, umax= pxh

2 / �8��, with px= �3F /2L2 �from Eq.
�13��. Two cases are shown, with hsl=855 and 5000. Again
stage 2 results are shown as a dotted line and stage 3 as a
solid line. For the higher heat transfer coefficient we expect

more rapid melting and consequently a thicker fluid film.
This is reflected in the higher fluid velocity, with a maximum
close to 8 cm/s in the initial phase of melting. The decrease
in velocity for larger times is related to the decrease in the
mass of solid, thus reducing the driving force. In Fig. 8 we
show the variation of

�2 Pe 

h2

L2

umaxL

�l
. �35�

From this we can see that for most of the time �2 Pe�0.2
when hsl=855 and �2 Pe�0.4 when hsl=5000. The maxi-
mum value is occurring in both cases in the very final stage
of melting when h approaches a maximum. The decrease at
the end reflects the drop in fluid velocity. Since we have
chosen the maximum value of u at any time, our value for
�2 Pe is an upper limit and consequently it is reasonable to
neglect terms of O��2 Pe�; however, in a perturbation analy-
sis this will usually be the term that should first be reintro-
duced. This is in keeping with the work of Groulx and
Lacroix1 and Yoo15 who both retain the convection term wTz.

In the force balance, Eq. �4�, we neglected the accelera-
tion term which is O�Hl / �g	2��. Since the liquid height is
always small this term is only likely to be important when
there is a very rapid change. From Figs. 4 and 5 we see that
the most rapid variation occurs near t=0. If we scale the full
force balance �given by Eq. �4� with an acceleration term
added�, so the acceleration term balances with the fluid pres-
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FIG. 6. Temperature in melt and solid at t= t2�78.5 s �dash-dotted line�
and t=511 s �solid line�.
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sure, and set H0−hm=H0 then we find Hl
�2�L	 /�l�1/3. If
we take the height scale Hl=hq
210−4 then the accelera-
tion term is only important for time scales 	
10−5 s. It is
therefore reasonable to neglect the acceleration term.

A. Time to complete melting and approximate
solutions

The melting process is complete when hm=H0, and we
denote this time by tm. For the quasisteady model described
in Sec. III this is determined by substituting for hm in Eq.
�16� to give

tm =
4�L2

�lghq
3 , �36�

where hq can be determined by solving the quartic, Eq. �18�,
or using the approximations given by Eqs. �19� or �20�. For
the current problem we do not have a simple expression for
hm, however, from Fig. 4�a� it is clear that hm� t throughout
the melting period. To identify the constant of proportionality
we consider the early part of stage 3, where t� t2. From Fig.
4�b� we see that h
hq�H, and at the start of stage 3, H
�H0 and a0=�0 consequently, from Eq. �34� we find

dhm

dt
�

1

�sLm
�3ks��0 − Tm�

H0
+

kl�q + hsl�Ts − Tm��
kl + hslhq

� = � .

�37�

Since t1� tm we may impose the initial condition hm�0�=0
and so integrate this equation to give hm��t. The time to
melting predicted by this method is therefore

tm =
H0

�
, �38�

where � is defined in Eq. �37�. When hsl=855 the numerical
solution predicts tm�1022 s, using the quartic solution for

hq to determine � we find tm�1010 s �a 1.2% error�. The
quasisteady approximation gives tm�902 �an 11% error�.

Equation �37� allows us to calculate the relative magni-
tude of the conduction terms through the solid and liquid.
Using the values in Table I we find that the solid conduction
term is a factor of 10 less than the liquid conduction term.
This indicates that the subcooling �0 has a relatively small
effect on the process. This could also be inferred from Fig. 6,
where it is clear that the temperature gradient in the liquid is
much greater than in the solid. Simulations carried out with
changing the initial temperature �0 showed that the melting
time shows a slow linear increase with decreasing �0, in the
range of �−50,0�°C �where tm=1150 s for �0=−50�. Note
the fact that the process is driven by the temperature gradient
in the liquid also explains why, although the solid tempera-
ture is calculated incorrectly in Ref. 19, our results show
similar features. Neglect of the mass variation, so H=H0 for
all time, leads to tm�940 s. Since both the temperature and
mass variation in the solid make relatively small changes to
the melting time, we may deduce that the large difference
between the present work and previous results may be pri-
marily attributed to the use of a cooling condition, rather
than perfect thermal contact.

Finally, given that we have a simple expression for hm

that holds �approximately� for all t� t1, we are able to sub-
stitute this into Eq. �14� to find a single first order differential
equation for h�t�,

dh

dt
=

�s

�l
� −

�H0 − �t��lg

4�L2 h3, h�0� = 0. �39�

The problem of contact melting can therefore be reduced to
solving this equation. In Fig. 9�a� we compare the full solu-
tion for hm with the linear approximation for hsl=855. In Fig.
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FIG. 8. Variation of �2 Pe with t; �a� hsl=855 and �b� hsl=5000.
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9�b� we compare the full solution for h with the numerical
solution of Eq. �39�. Obviously both comparisons indicate
that the simple solution provides an excellent approximation
to the solution of the full system.

B. Experimental validation

Moallemi et al.3 carried out experiments on contact
melting of n-octadecane �the appropriate parameter values
are given in Table I�. Their theoretical model invokes as-
sumptions �2�, �4�, and �6�. Instead of assumption �1� they
used the subcooled solid method where Lm→Lm+cs�Tm

−�0�, and instead of assumption �3� they permit vertical con-
vection and so impose a quadratic form for the liquid tem-
perature. In dimensional form their expression for the height
of the block H�t� is

H�t� = L�H0

L
	3/4

−
3�lt

4L2�gL3

�l
2  cl�Ts − Tm�

Lm + cs�Tm − �0��3 kl

4�2�lcl
�1/4�4/3

,

�40�

where �=�s /�l. In their analysis they do not specify which
density is used in their Stefan condition, however, following
through their working shows it to be �l �the correct term is
�s�. Their expression for the melting velocity �their Eq. �20��
has a � in the numerator; in fact, it should be �2 in the
denominator. Similarly their expression for the height �their
Eq. �22�� should have �→�−2. This change improves the
correspondence of their theory with the experimental results.
In Eq. �40� we present the corrected version.

Our analysis so far has shown that imposing an infinite
heat transfer coefficient gives a too high melting rate. The
Stefan condition shows that the melting rate depends on the
difference between the temperature gradients in the solid and
liquid. Neglecting the gradient in the solid therefore also acts
to increase the melting rate. Consequently we would expect
the predicted melting rate of Ref. 3 to be greater than the true
rate. This is indeed the case, the corrected formula �40�
shows a time to complete melting around 15% faster than
experiment �the old formula is around 20% faster�.

One source of error common to both their analysis and
the current work is the fact that the analysis is two dimen-
sional, yet the experiments involve a three-dimensional
block. To minimize this error they choose a wide block with
a base cross section typically 38230 mm, i.e., an aspect
ratio of 0.165 �which is relatively high compared to approxi-
mations made in the modeling�. Fluid leaking out of the
edges that are neglected by the two-dimensional theory will
result in a thinner film and consequently a higher melting
rate. So a correct two-dimensional theory should, in fact,
predict a slower melting rate than is seen in practice �rather
than the higher melting rate of the theory in Ref. 3�. In Fig.
10 we compare results from the current theory with the ex-
perimental data of Ref. 3, Fig. 3. The �corrected� analytical
result of Ref. 3 is also shown. The experimental data are
marked with asterisks; the present theory with hsl

=7000 W /m2 is shown as a solid line, and that of Ref. 3 as

a dash-dotted line. An infinite heat transfer coefficient in the
present theory gives the third curve, shown as a dashed line
�in fact, we take hsl=2106; all solutions for hsl�5104

are identical�. The final curve, shown as a dotted line, is the
value of H0−hm, where hm is the quasisteady solution of Eq.
�16�. As expected, the quasisteady solution agrees well with
the full solution for small times. However, since the mass
remains at its initial value the liquid film is squeezed out
faster than in reality and so the quasisteady result leads to a
melting rate greater than the true value, and the difference
increases with time �as the block mass decreases�. Our qua-
sisteady result starts off as a better approximation than the
infinite heat transfer models which allow for decreasing
mass, but in the final stages of melting it ends up as the worst
of the models shown. The standard quasisteady model with
infinite heat transfer gives even worse correspondence. Note
that with hsl=7000 we can obtain almost exact agreement
with the experiment. In fact, this correspondence is better
than we expect; the theory should predict a lower melting
rate since it neglects the three-dimensional leakage. The
melting rate can be lowered by reducing the value of hsl. The
infinite heat transfer coefficient result is close to that pre-
dicted by Ref. 3 but has a slightly lower melting rate. The
difference in results can be attributed to our inclusion of heat
flow in the solid. With this high value of hsl the main differ-
ence between theories is the heat flow in the solid so this
highlights the fact that for this problem, the key factor in
predicting the melting is the choice of heat transfer coeffi-
cient; the heat flow in the solid plays a relatively small role.

VI. EXTENSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS
WITH SLIDING

Many recent studies have dealt with contact melting in
three dimensions, see Refs. 13 and 15, for example. Having
established the basic formulation for the two-dimensional
problem we now briefly outline the extension to three dimen-
sions; in addition we describe the inclusion of sliding, which
is also discussed in Refs. 13 and 15.

For the three-dimensional problem, provided the heat
flow is dominated by conduction in the z-direction, the only
differences in the formulation are to the flow equations and
the force balance,

�
�2u

�z2 =
�p

�x
, �

�2v
�y2 =

�p

�y
,

�p

�z
= 0, �41�
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FIG. 10. Comparison of height H�t� with experiment �asterisks� for the
current theory with �a� hsl=7000 W /m2 �solid line�, �b� hsl=2106 �dashed
line�, �c� Eq. �40� �dash-dotted line�, and �d� quasisteady solution of Eq. �16�
�dotted line�.
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�u

�x
+

�v
�y

+
�w

�z
= 0,

�42�

4�sLW�H0 − hm�t��g = �
−L

L �
−W

W

p dydx ,

where the width of the block is 2W. If we allow the top
surface to move in the x-direction with velocity U then

u =
px

2�
z�z − h� + U

z

h
, v =

py

2�
z�z − h� . �43�

Integrating the incompressibility condition from z=0 to h we
find

w�h� − w�0� =
�h

�t
−

�s

�l

�hm

�t
= −

�

�x
�

0

h

u dz −
�

�y
�

0

h

v dz ,

�44�

=
h3

12�
�2p −

Uh

2
. �45�

So we see that the main difference between the two- and
three-dimensional models: The pressure satisfies Poisson’s
equation,

�2p =
12�

h3 � �h

�t
−

�s

�l

�hm

�t
+

Uh

2
	 = f�t� , �46�

subject to p��L ,y�= p�x , �W�=0. To determine the pres-
sure we employ an eigenfunction expansion of the form

p = �
n=1




bn�s�sin �nr , �47�

where for convenience we set r= �x+L� /2, s= �y+W� /2 and
the eigenvalue �n=n� /L. Substituting this back into Eq.
�46� gives

�
n=1


 �d2bn

ds2 − �n
2bn	sin �ns = 4f�t� . �48�

By orthogonality

d2bn

ds2 − �n
2bn =

8f

L
�

0

L

sin �ns ds = qn�t� , �49�

where qn�t�=8f�t��1− �−1�n� / �n��. Applying the conditions
bn�0�=bn�W�=0, we determine the eigenfunctions

bn�s� =
qn

�n
2cosh �ns − 1 +

1 − cosh �nW

sinh �nW
sinh �ns� .

�50�

The load carried by the fluid is then

F = �
0

W �
0

L

p�r,s�drds

= �
n=1



qn

�n
3 sinh �nW

�n
− W −

�1 − cosh �nW�2

�n sinh �nW
��1 − �− 1�n� .

�51�

The analysis now proceeds in a similar manner to the two-
dimensional formulation with the only difference coming
through the expression for the force. We replace the force
balance, Eq. �14�, with

4�sLW�H0 − hm�t��g = 8f�t��
n=1



�1 − �− 1�n�2

n��n
3

 sinh �nW

�n
− W

−
�1 − cosh �nW�2

�n sinh �nW
� , �52�

where f�t� is given by Eq. �46�.

VII. CONCLUSION

A model has been developed to describe unsteady con-
tact melting of a nonisothermal solid from the initial heating
up phase to complete melting. In our examples we mainly
used data for ice and water since these are the easiest to
obtain, however, the governing equations should be valid for
other melting systems provided the small parameters remain
negligible.

The key differences between our work and most previ-
ous models include the following:

�1� The modeling of the temperature profile in the solid.
�2� The inclusion of a cooling condition at the interface with

the substrate.
�3� Modeling the varying mass of the solid.
�4� The neglect of the quasisteady assumption for the liquid

height.

With these modifications included, the present theory
showed almost exact agreement with experimental data.

Modeling the temperature in the solid allowed us to in-
clude the solid temperature gradient in the Stefan condition.
This term acted to slow down the melting. The time to com-
plete melting slowly increased linearly with a decrease in
subcooling, �0−Tm. Since the weight of the solid provides
the driving force for the squeeze flow the decreasing mass
also leads to an increase in the melt time. Further, the mass
variation prevented the quasisteady state from occurring, in-
stead the liquid height has an initial rapid increase, followed
by a period of slow increase and a final rapid increase as the
block mass approaches zero. The quasisteady approximation
provides a reasonable approximation to the central period of
slow increase. However, it is the cooling condition and the
introduction of a heat transfer coefficient that has the greatest
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effect on the melting. Increasing the heat transfer coefficient
from 855 to 5000 W /m2 halved the melting time. Further,
with a cooling condition melting does not occur immediately,
so we must examine a premelting stage, which then deter-
mines the time for melting to start and also the temperature
profile in the solid when this occurs. Under the quasisteady
assumption the cooling condition leads to a qualitatively dif-
ferent expression for the melt thickness, hq
�Ts−Tm�1/3, as
opposed to �Ts−Tm�1/4 which results from assuming perfect
thermal contact. The initial infinite velocity observed in pre-
vious studies did not show up in our simulations and was
shown to be due to the perfect thermal contact assumption.

For our main example the combined effects of modeling
the temperature in the solid, using a heat transfer coefficient
and a decreasing mass, led to a fourfold increase in the melt-
ing time from the quasisteady solution with an infinite heat
transfer coefficient. The quasisteady solution with a cooling
condition led to an 11% difference from the full solution.
When compared with the experimental results for the block
thickness the current method showed almost exact agreement
with the correct choice of heat transfer coefficient.

Our results showed that for ice the melting rate is ap-
proximately constant, so hm��t. A similar result is true for
the quasisteady approximation but the constant of propor-
tionality is significantly different. This observation allowed
us to determine the constant of proportionality from the Ste-
fan condition so the time for melting may be estimated via a
simple analytical expression. The evolution of the melt layer
thickness reduced to solving a single first order differential
equation for the liquid layer height. The results showed ex-
cellent agreement with our full solution for ice and water,
and the governing equation is clearly a much simpler pros-
pect to solve than the three coupled differential equations
that result from our full analysis.
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